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. 
It is proved that if p is a prime, k and m up are positive illtegers, and I’ is a vertex 
symmetric digraph of order p’ or mp, then f has WI automorphism all of whose orbits have 
cardinality p. Yertex symmetric graphs of order 2p such that 2p - 1 is not the square of a 
composite integer and vertex symmetric digraphs of order pk are characterised. 
In 1967 Turner [lel character&d vertex symmetric graphs of prime order and 
gave a necessary and SUfkieTIt condition for tW0 VerteX SymI’3ICtl-k g@Is Of 
prime order to be isomorphic. His results were improveId b!l Alspach Cl]. Frucht, 
Graver and Watkins [6] character&d the vertex symmetric genersllised Petersen 
graphs. 
In this paper we shall extend these results to other classes of vertex symmetric 
graphs and digraphs. We shall investigate tlhe properties of vertex symmetric 
digraphs whose older is either a power of a prime or mp (in this paper p always 
denotes a prime), where 1 s M S 6. 
Throughout the paper r will denote a finite digraph, and G will denote a finite 
group. 
2. l%eIi&&t!s 
A digruph r consists of a finite set of vertices V(F’) and a set of l:dges 
E(r) C 1’(r) X V(r) which is an i;reflexive relatioc on V(1’). 1 V(r)\ is called the 
order of K A digraph r is a graph if E(r) is a symmetric: relation. 
Let u, 2, E V(r). If (u, 21) E E(r), we write u -+ v. If u + ‘o and u -+ u, tht :n we 
say that u is adjacent to u, and that u is a neil hbour of u, and we wr,ite u - z). By 
N(u) we denote the set of all neighbours of o. The czomplement of r is a digrapb 
;r” such that V(P) = V(l? and. 
E(P) = (V(r) x V(r)) \ (I U E(r)) 
where I is the identity relation on V(F). 
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If W; W’s V(T), then r[l”j u?i denote the subgraph of r induced by W, 
E( W, W’) will denote E(T) n ( W x W’), and r[ W, W’] wi.1 denote the subgraph of 
f witbl the vertex r.,et W U W’ and the edge set Ei W, !T”) UE( W’, W). If 
E( W, W’) - W x W’, then we sl~ll write WT W’. 
A digraph .” is disconnected if there exists a non-empty proper subset W of 
V(I’) such that E( W, V(ZJ \ W) U E( V(T)\ W, Y’) = 8. and is conrzectad if it is 
not disconnected. A digraph r is totally discorznew~d if E(I’) = 9. 
For all group-theoretic definitions Ilot defined here we refer the reader to [12] 
Let V be a finite set. The identity permutation on V will alway; be derroted by id. 
1’. pe;-mutation g# id (\n V is called (m, n)-homogeneous if it hrls 11~ orbits of 
cardinaiity tz and no other orbit. It is called homogeneous if it is (m, n)- 
homogeneous for some m, II. A transitive permutation group on V is r-- 
iruprirnitice if it has at least one non-trivial r-block. If IB =(dr, Bz, . . . , Bk} i; a 
complete block system of a transi;rve permutation group G on V, then g will 
denote the permutation on C%l induced by g E G (that means R: Hi I-+ g:(L&), for 
each i~{1,2,..., k}). By [12, Froposition 7.21 G. the :<et of all g (g E G), is a 
tr-ansitivc permutation group on 93 and the mapping (g -+ g) is a homomorphism 
of G onto G. 
Let ” he a digraph. A permutation f on V(T) induces a permutation on 
V(I’, x V(I’). This induced permutation may also be denoted by f, when no 
confusion will arise. The automorphism group Aut I‘ of r is the group of all 
permutations f on V(I’) such that f(E(T)) = E(T). 
A digraph I’ is cerfex symnerric if Aut r is transitive. A digraph I‘ is a Cayley 
digraph if Aut r contains a regular subgroup. A digrzph I‘ is irnpri;**itive (r- 
irnprimitive) if Aut r contains an imprimitive (r-imprimilive) subgroup. If 9 is a 
complete non-trivial block system of some imprimitive subgroup of Aut r, then 
/‘iSI) will denote a digraph such that V(T(%)) = 98 and (B, B’)E E(r(S))) ii and 
only if neither B TB’ nor B r’ B’. A digraph I‘ is orimirive if it is vertisx 
symmetric and every transitive subgroup of Aut r is primitive. 
In view ot our definitions above, every vertex symmetric digraph is either 
primitive or imprimitive. Furthermore, every vertex symmetric digraph of prime 
order is by [I 2. Theorem 8.31 necessarily primitive. However, there exist primi- 
tive didrapib:. whose order is II rt a ,prime, for example the odd graphs 0, (defined 
in [g]) are primitive for sufficiently large k (oral communication by T. Ito). 
Anol her exanaplc of primitive digrephs of composite order was pointed out to the 
author by C‘. t_Jodsil in a personal correspondence. Namely, for each prime p = f 1 
(mod 16) there exists a primitive graph of order p(p’ - 1)/48 14, p. 12C!] whose 
automorphism group is primitive, is isomorphic to PSL(2, p), and has :IO t.ransitive 
proper slrbgroup. On the other hand, since the carresran product of two vertex 
symmetric dipraphs of order 32 is imprimitive, it follows that there ,:xists an 
imprimitive disraph of order n for each composite integer n. 
Turner [lo] called a gi.aph a p-starred polygon if it has a (1, pbhomogeneous 
allit ~irrorphisr:!. A\ an extension of this idea. we shall call a digraph I’ galactic 
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((tn, n&gala tic) if Aut f contams a homogeneous <(m, n)-homogeneous) au- 
tomorph&-1. If f is a homogeneous automorphism of r, then [f] wm denote the 
subgroup of all automorphisms g of r such that g(X) is an orbit of f for every 
orbit X of f. 
A digraph r is uniformly galactic ((RI, n)-uniformly galactic) if Aut r contains a 
homogeneous ((nt, n)-homegeneousj automorphism f such that [f] is transitive. 
Proposition 2.1. If WI, ii 2 2, then euery Cm, n:-unifor:tily galactic digruph r is 
n-imprimitive. 
Fr~of. Let f be an (nz, &homogeneous automorphism of r such that [f] is 
transitive. The set of all orbits of f is a complete n-bloc c system of [f]. Therefore 
r is n-imprimitive. 
We sha?l abbreviate “uniformly” to U, “galactic graph” to GG, and “galactic 
digraph” to GD. Thus, for example, (HI, n)-UGD will mean “(m, u)-uniformly 
galactic digraph”. 
Propwition 2.2, Let r be a vertex syntnzetr:‘; digruph, G be a trunsiFive subgroup of 
AM T i and p be a prime dividing (V(;‘)j. Then G contains an element of order p. 
Proof. Clearly, \V(~‘I\ divides IGi and therefore p divides (GI. The Sylow 
theorems imply that (3 contains an element of order p. 
A straightforward consequt:nce of Proposition 2.2 is: 
Corollary 2.3. (Turner [ 101, Alspach [ 11). Every vertex symntettic digraph of order 
p is a (1. p)-GD (and therefore a (1, p)-UGD). 
We propose the following problem: 
Problem 2.4. We /rave seen that every vertex symmetric: digruph of prime order is 
galactic. Does there ezist a vertex symmcrric digruph which is not gui’uctic? 
We remark that any Cayley digraph C is galactic because its auto:morphit;m 
group Aut C has a regular subgroup and every non-identity element of this 
subgroup is homogeneous. 
The aim of this paper is to find some other classes 13,f vertex symmetric digraphs 
which are necessarily gaiactic. A group-th2oret ic result 1’12, Theorem 3.3’1 iTmpli2.s 
t:tat a digraph of order pk(k is a positive integer) is vertex symmetric Lf and only if 
it is (p”’ ‘, p)-UG (Theorem 3.3) thus giving a characterisation of vertex symmet- 
ric digraphs of prime power order. Furthermore, we shall prove (Theorem 3.4) 
that if 1 Q ut Q p1 then every vertex symmetric digraph of order rrrp is (III, pj- 
galactic. In addition we shall prove some further results about galactic graphs. In 
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Section 5, we shall find a necessary and sufficient condition for ‘two (2, p)-galactic 
graphs to ‘be isomorphic (Theorem 5.4). This may be compared with the result of 
Turner [lo, Theorem 31 which gives a necessary and suffcient condition for two 
(1, p)-galactic graphs to be isomorphic anti with the result of Alspach and Sutcliffe 
[2, Theorem lo] which gives a necessary and suffizient condition for two (2? p)- 
uniformly galactic graphs to be isomorphic. Alspach and Sutcliffe [2] and Toida 
[l l] have independently conjectured that every vertex symmetric graph of order 
2p is (2, p)-UG. We shall prove this to be the case for imprimitive graphs of order 
2p (Theorem 6.2). This result does t?ot generalise to imprimitive graphs of order 
rllp (3 < m d p) as we shall see in Section 4. A group-theoretic result slhows that 
primitive grp,phs of order 2p cannot exist unless p 3 313 and 2p - 1 is tihe square 
of a compoF;te integer. Thus for all other primes, Theorem 6.2 leads to a 
characterisation of vertex symmetric graphs of order 2~; this resuh: may be 
compared with the characterisation of vertex symmetric graphs of order p 
obtained by Turner [lo]. 
3. G&Mk and vertex symmetric &graphs 
Proposition 3.1[ 12, Theorem 3.4’1. Let W be an orbit of a pennut(~tiorz group G. If 
p. is the highest power of a prime p dividing ) W( and P is a Sylow p-subgvoup of G, 
!hen euery shortest orbit of P in W has cardinality pk. 
Proposition 3.2. Let r‘ be a Lzrtex symmetric digraph of order pk, where k is a 
positive integer, and P by a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut r. 7’kn Z(P), the wntre of P, 
contclins a (pk ‘, pkhomogeneous element f such that P c Ifl and If] is tmnsirive. 
Proof. Since every finite p-group has a non-trivial centrt [‘?, Theorem 4.3.11 we 
can select an element f of Z(P) of order p. Since f # id, there is u E \‘(I? such that 
f(v) # u. If w E V(I7, then g(u) = w for some g E P (since P 1.‘ by Proposition 3.1 
transitive) and so f(w) -= fg(v) = gf(v) # g(v) = w. Hence f ha? nc’ fixed L’ertex and 
so it is (pk-‘. p)-homogeneous. Since f E Z(P), it follows ‘hat P E i:l and so lf] is 
triinsitive. 
A straightforv,ard consequence of Proposition 3.2 is 
3.3. A di,<raph of order pk, where k is a positive inre ger, is oertex 
symmetric if and OI&J if it is a (pk-‘, p)-UGD. 
Theorem 3.3 can be thought of being a characterisation of vertex symmetric 
digraphs of prime power order and thus a generalisation of Turner’s result [lo, 
Theorem 33. The situation is not quite so nice in the zase of vertex symmetric 
&graphs of order rnp (1 s m 5~). In general we can only move the following 
rl.~.ult. 
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Every vertex !;yl;zmetric digrap: 0% order mp (1~ m c p) is an 
(m, p)-GD. 
Proof. Let r be a vertex symmetric digraph crf order mp a.nd P be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of Aut r’: If I)! = p, then r is an (m, p) -GD in view of Theorem 3.3. 
We may therefore assume that m Kp. The carckality of each orbit of ip divides 
)P/ and so is a power of p, and hence must be either 1 or p since IV(r)] < p’. 
However, the shortest orbits of P have cardinality p by Proposition 3.1 with 
G = Aut F and W = V(r). Hence P has m orbits of cardinality p and no other 
orbit. If f~ P and X is an orbit of P: then the restriction f” of f on X is either id 
or is (‘1, pj-homogeneous. Let S(f) and X@ be the sets of orbits X of P for which 
f” := id and f” is (1, p j-homogene,ous, respectively. Select g E P for which iX(g)[ is 
as large as possible. Suppose if possible that .%(gj # $9. Select Y I.%. Since Y is 
an orbit of P, YE X(h) for some h E P. For each XE X(g) there is clearly at most 
one .r E{l, 2,. . . , p - 1) such thar: (g”)” = hX. More0 .rer, IX(g)1 < m S p - 1. 
Therefore there is r E { 1,2, . . . , p- 1) such that, for each XE x(g), (g”)‘# hX. 
Therefore, for each XE B’(g), (g-‘h)x # id and so X E XF(g-‘h). Moreover, gy = id 
and WI (g-3 >’ = hY which is (1, p)-homogeneous and therefore YE X(g-‘h). 
Hence X(g) U (Y} E X(g-‘h), contradicting the definition of g. This contradiction 
shows that .%(g) = fl and so g is (m, pj-homogeneous and r is an (m, p)-GD. 
It can be seen t:lat the Coxeter graph (of order 4 * 7) [S], the odd graph 0, (of 
order 5 - 7) and ine so called H-grap,. -1, (of or.der 6 * 17) [S] are all primitive and 
therefore by Proposition 2.1 t’hey cann& be aniformly galactic. Furthermore, not 
all imprimitive digraphs of order mp (1s m <p) are uniformly galactic (as we 
shall see in the next section). In fact, the reiationship between imprimitive and 
uniformly galactic digraphs of order mp (1 s m sp) is given in Theorem 3.6 
below. 
Lemnaa 3.5. Let I’ be a digraph and 3 be a complete p-block sysiem of a transitive 
subgroup G of Aut r such that r(B) is connected. If g E Ker(G -+ d) has order p 
and gB is (1, p)-homogeneous for some B E B, then pL i: (1, p)-homogeneous for 
alI B C: 9. 
Prolof. Suppose that there exists B ~9 such that gB = id. Then there exist 
X, YE 9 such that gX is (1, pj-homogeneous and g” = id, and either X -+ Y or 
Y -+ X or X- Y in T(B)). Without loss of generality we may assume that X-+ Y. 
Since c is transitive on 98, there exists h E G such thnt h(X) = Y. There is an 
integer IZ such that hn(X) =X and X, h(X), . . , h”-‘(X) are all distinct vertices 
of r(B). Since X + Y, it follows that neither XT Y nor Xr” Y. Therefore there 
are u,,EX and 21, E Y such that q--+ u,. Since gx is (1, p‘ mogeneous and 
ti ’ = id, it follows that Xr{2,[). Let v, = h” -‘(u,). II v,, E X and 
h”-‘(X) 1” (v,,). Since g x is ( 1. pblromogencoaJs, it foPlows that I?” ‘(X, I’ {u) for 
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each u E X and th :refore h” -l(X) 1-X. This imp1ic.s h”(X) r 11(X), is ecluiyal,er!t 
XT Y, contradictirlg the fact that X --3 Y in r(a). Heno:, for each B E Z?!, gB is 
not id and so is (I, p)-homogeneous since g has order p. 
Theorem 3.6. Le, 2~ m d p. A &graph of order tnp is p-imprimdtiue if alpc on/y if 
it is art (m.. pbU(;D. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 2.1 we only have to show that a p-imprimitive 
digraph r of order mp is an (WI, p)-UGD. Let 9 be a complete, p-block system of 
a p-imprimiti,ve subgroup G of Aut r. Let T,, r,, . . . , rr be the compclnents of 
T(S) and let Qi = V(T;) (j = 1,2, . . . , r). 
Since G is imprimitive and B is a block of cardinality p there exists h IE G such 
that f,(B) = U and f: is (1, p)-homogeneous. Since IV(r)1 sp2 and the o:rder of fi 
is the least common multiple of the car3inalities of its orbits, fi has order kp for 
some integer k prime to p. Let ,gi = fF_ Then the order of gj is p and g$ is 
t 1, p)-homogen:ous. Clearly, &(S \{B)j = 46 \{B} .an;i since 1% \{B}J = 
nl - 1 < p and the order of pi tiivides that of gi* it foiiows that Y = &(Y) = pi(Y) 
for each YE % \,{B). Therefore, gi( Y) = Y for each YE ‘jp. Let U, be the union 
of all YE @;. It is not hard to see that { Ui: j = 1,2, . . . ) r) is a complete blcck 
system of G and so the constituent Gun of G on Irr, is transitive for eacl! j. 
Therefore by Lemma 3.5 with r, G, 9J replaced by r[ U,:], G”I, Gii, it fol’iows th,.+ 
g,y is (1, p)-homogeneous for ,ach YE Qi. 
The permutation g on V(T) such that gut = g:‘l for eal:h j E { 1,2, . . . , r} hi’s 171 
orbits of cdrdinality p, namely the blocks B E 99. It is no! difficult to see that g is 
an automorphism of 1: Since it fixes every element Iof $1 it follows that G s;[g] 
and so [g] is transittve. Therefore r is an (m, p)-CGD. 
4. The line graph of the lPetersen graph 
In Section ci we shall show that every 2-imprimitive graph of order 21, is rlso 
i’-in;primitive. which by Theorem 3.6 implies that every imprimitive graph of 
(,rder ?-p i\ a UC&. Unfortunately this does nor ;,eneralise to graphs of oriler 
t,lp. where 3 z; m < p, since the line graph of the Pletersen graph will be shown 
:o he a counterexample (of order 15). 
Let T= {1,2,3.4.5}. Then the set ot ,.,ertices of tne line graph L(C),) of the 
Petersen graph is the set of all 2-sets {x, y} where x and y are disjoir:t 2-subse!t; of 
T. Two vertices {x. y> and {u, u} of I,(&) are adjacent if and only iii {x, ;}n 
1 u. c}‘, = 1. If i E T, then E, will denote thz set {{x, y} E V(1,(0,)): x U y = ‘r\ {f \}. 
RY (3, Theorem 13.51 and [4, 917A] it follows that a permutation f on 
\‘( I.!O,i! is w alJtomorphism of rz(oi) if and o;lly iF it Is induced by some 
,Wnutatic,n f on 7. 
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The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader: 
Lemma 4-l. A permutation on T is (1, 5)-homogeneous if and only if it induces a 
(3,5)-homqeneous automorphism of L(0,). A permutation on T has one Sorbit 
and t~ro l-orbits if and only if it induces a (5,3j-homogeneous automorphism of 
L(O3). 
Fropo~ition 4.2. L(0,) is a 3-imprimitiue (3, .5)-GG and (5,3)-GG, but is not a 
UGG. 
Proof. Let {x,, y,}. *(x2, yz} be distinct vertices of L(C)& and ?E L&. be such that 
f(x,> = x2 and f(yJ = y2. Clearly, f takes (x1, y,} tc {x2, y2} which proves that 
Aut L110,) is transitive. 
For every f~ Aut L(O,), it is clear that f(Ei) = Ei if f(i) = i and f(Ei) t7Ei = P, if 
f(i) # i. Hence Ei is a block of Aut L(O:,) and L(O?) is 3-imprimitive. Further- 
more, in view of Lemma 4.1, L(0,) is a (3,5)-GG and a (5,3)-GG. 
Le: f be an arbitrary (3,5)-homogeneous automorphism of L(0,). Then j is 
il, %-Ihomogeneous by Lemma 4.1. Let i E T, x ={i, f(i)}, y ={p”(i), p(i)), z = 
{f?if, .f*(i)}, A be the orbit of f containing {x, y}, and B be the orbit of f 
containing {x, t). Then L(O,)[A] is a 5 circuit and L(O,)[B] is totally discon- 
nected:. Therefore I’] is nor transitive a.nmi L(O,) is not a (3,5)-UGG. 
Let f be an arbitrary (5,3)-homogenec us automorphism of L(0,). By Lemma 
4.1 there exist distinct i, j, k E T such t’ lat fii) = i, f(k) = k, fYj) = j # f(j). Let 
h = iii7 k1, ii, fU)>>, and C be the orbir of f containing A. Then L(O,)[C] is a 
3-circuit. Furthermore, Ei is an orbit of f and, since L(O,)[E!] is totally discon- 
nected, it follows that L(0,) is not a (5,3)-UGG. 
5. (2, p)-galactic graphs 
Lei 2, be the ring of i!itegers mod p artd Zr be the set of non-zero elements of 
Z,. IfaciH, andScZ,,let aS=(as:s~~}anda+S={a+s:s~S). 
Let r he a (1, p)-GG, and f~ Aut r be (1, p&homogeneous. Let .Y E V( 1‘). and 
Xi = f’(x) (i ~72,). There exists S EZ_~ Q.K~ that xi -xi if &nd 0~ ly if j - i E S. We 
call S thla symho! of f relative to f. Ck.rly, I- = -S. 
A :!,et S EZ~ is a symbol oE r’ if it is the symbol of r relative tc some 
( I. p I-h01 noge:qeous automorphism of I? Turner [ 1(1, Theorem :3] proved 
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respectively. Let XEX, y E Y, and Xi = f’(l), y, =fi(y) ((in&,). ‘There exists TQ 
SUCK tihat Xi - yi if and only if j-i E 7’. We say that the ordered triple (S, S’, rf 
c~riser f om the ordered quadruple (I’, f, x, y) and we write (F, f, x, y) --, (S, S, T) 
I’he notation of this paragraph will he used in the statements and proofs Q 
Lemnas 5.2 and 5.3. 
Eemsra 5.2. If h E Aut .r, g E h(f)k .I, u E h(X), 2: E h( Y), rhen there exist a s p 
b EZ~, such thclt (.C g, u, u) ---, (4 as’, aT+ b). 
J 9 
roof. There exist c E I!:, 
u = hf”(y). Let a = CC’ 
and d, e EZ, such that g = hjrh-lt u = !rfd(x) and 
and h = c-‘(d -e). Then (S, g, I’A, U) -+ (as, as’. aT+b). 
emma 5.3. If p > 2, T$ (8, Z,} and g is a (2, p)-homogeneorAs aurtomorphisrr~ of 1‘ 
rhen !::) is conjugate to (f) in Aut I’. 
3 
Proof. Let P be the Sylow p-subgroup of Aut r containing fi Then 
k(xj = x, F:(Y)= Y for every kEP 
(1) 
because otherwise P would be transitive and so lV(iJi = 2p would divide lpi 
which is impossible since p>2. Let J’E P. By (l), f’(x)= 4 for some i. Since 
f* = f’f ’ E P, each orbit of f* has cardinality 1 or p and is by (1) a subset of x ar, 
‘Y. Since f”(x) = x, X is not an orbit of f*_ Since T#{(3,&,}, it follows that 
N(:c)n Y is not @ or 1’ and so, since f*(x) = x, Y (cannot be an orbit of fk 
Therefore every orbit of f* has cardindity 1, i.e. f* = id and so f’=f c:#, IL~,re~ 
P = if). The p-subgroup (g) of Aut r must be contained in a Sylow p-subgr:,t+ b 
of Aut I’. Since all Sylow p-subgroups of Aut f are ,tsomorphic, it follow that 
H = if) and therefore H = (g). Since all Sylow p-subgroups of Aut r are c’3nju, 
gate !n .4ut I: there exists 11 E Aut r such that (g) = h(f)h-‘. This proves Lc~,a 
c3 
By [S, S’, T] WC shall deno+ 
r such that (K f, .x, y) 
Le the isomorphism class of al! (2, p)-galactic graph, 
--* (S, S’, I’) for some (2, p)-homogeneous automorphism 
of I’ 2nd some pair x, y of vertices of r belonging to different orbits of J 
f 
. 
5.4. Let p >2, and S,, S: c Zz, T c B, for i = 1, 2 
[Sz, Si, T& if and only if either 
rherr [!;,, S’,, 7,) .~ 
T, = T2 E {B, Z,,} and there exist! a, a’ E Bz 
sr4ch tlMlt (S,, sg = {US,, a’s:} (1, 
or 
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1pyooi. (I) If the condition (1) is satisfied, then [S,, S{, T1] = [S,, S; 1’23 in view of 
Proposition 5.1. Suppose now that the condition (2) is s;dtH;iied. Let r~ 
;S,,Sl,, TJ and V’,fix, y)-+(S,,S{, 7’J. Let ~=:a-“, g=f” and ~‘=fbc(~).Then 
t lr , g, x’, y)+ (US,, aSi, aT1 + b) and therefore (S,, !S& Tz) arises either from 
(II g, x’, y) or from (C g, y, x7. This implies [S,, S:, 1;] = [S,, S;, TJ. 
(II) Suppose that [S,, S:, T,] = [S,, S;, TJ. If T1 E {@, Z,}, then clearly 7; = T: 
and therefore the condition (1) muqt be satisfied in view of Propo:sition 5.1 We: 
may therefore assume that T, is a non-empty proper subset of Z,. Let r~ 
YS,, Si, TJ, V, f, x, y) + WI, Sl,, T,) and (K g, u, u) -+ (S,, S$, T& In view of 
Lemma 5.3 there exists h E Aut r such that ge hCf)h-l. By Lemma 5.2 there exist 
a E Z!: and b E Z, such that (as,, US;, aT, + b) arises either from $‘, g, u, U) OI 
from (C g, u, w). Since (S,, S$, T2), (S$, Sz, -T2) arise from (r, g, u, o), (I’, g, t;, U) 
respectively, it follows that either (S,, S;, T-J C’P (S$, S2, -T2) equals 
<US,. aSI,, UT, + h j and therefore the condition (2) is satis4ed. 
The next theorem is due to Alspach and SutcliiEe [2, Theorem 31 although we 
state it in our own notation. The proof can be carried out using Lemmas 5.2 ahd 
5.3 and a result of Alspach who explicitly determined the automorphism group of 
? gi-iven (1, p)-GD [l, Theorem 21. 
Theorem 5.5 (Alspach, Sutclifie [2-j). A (2, p)-GG r~ [S, S’, T] is a (2, p)-UGG 
if and only if either 
T E (8. HP1 and S’ = aS for some a E Zi:’ (1) 
or 
(S,S’,-T)=(aS,uS’,aT+b) forsomeaEZ~,bEZp. (2) 
6. A cheuacterisation of imprimitive graphs of order 2p 
Let r and r’ be graphs, and m and n be positive integers. By F’+r’ \ne shall 
denote the union of disjoint copies of r and r’, and by nT the union of n (lis.;oint 
copies of I: By K,,, P,,, K(m., C) we shall denote the complete graph of orde M, the 
path of length )I, and the gl,iph (K,,, + K,,)’ respectively. If u E V(T), then Ii T(u): is 
called the valrr~y of u. r is said to be rn-ualent if every vertex of F has valenq 
II,. In this section an edge of I‘ will be a 2-set [g, v]={(u, u), (u, u>l such that M 
a:ld u are aJjacent vertices of I‘, and E(T) will denote rthe se; of edges of 1: A 
subset Q of E(T) is an edge orbit of a subgroup 6; of Aut r if it is an orbit of the 
permutation group on E(r‘l ~~d~ce~~ by G. The subgraph of F mduced by 0 will 
he denoted by S(Q). If E(J7 is an edge orbit oa’ .4slt r. then r will be callfd eng~ 
.Y\V~!V?Clk. 
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Lemma 6.1. Let .F, x, y, xi> y;, X, Y, S, S’, r have the meaning described after the 
statement of Broposition 5.1. lf p > .2, S = S” and T = Z:\ !i, then Aut r is 
p-lrnprimitive with a cmplete block system (X, Y}. 
Proof. Let i, r E G. Since S = -S, T = .-T it follows that 
N~x~)~Iv(x~~,,) if and only if kETn(T+r). Therefore, if r#O, then 
IN(&) n N(xi+r)I 
-lSn(S+r)l+jTn(?‘+rjl 
=lsn(z; +r)I--JSn(T+r)/+JTn(B~-t-r)l- Tn(S+tqI 
-Ii!: n(z; +r)(-2l(Tn(S+r,l=p-2-2IT17(S+r)/ 
ar~_I so lN(Xi I f-1 N(x,+,)\ is odd for every two distinct vertices xi, x~+~ E X. 
Moreover, (since T = -T) xi +k E N(yi) nN(q+,) if and only if k E (S -- r) 17 T and 
y, I I, E N(y, ) fl N(xi+,) if and only if k E S n (T+ r). Therefore INiyi) 17 N(q+,)I = 
j(S+r)n?I+ISn(Tir)l,whichisevenby(l).Hent~eiN(y,)nN(~~+,)! isevenfor 
every two vertices yi E Y, xitr E X. 
If X, 1 are not blocks of Aut r, ther: there exist g E Aut r, yd E Y and 
x,, xhr x, 5 .‘<C such that g(z:,) = xh, g(x,) = yd. Nhich implies that lN!x,) n N(x,)l = 
jN(x,, I n N$, 11, and this is impossible since: (N(x,jn,V(x, 11 is odd and IN(xh) n 
N(y,)/ is ef en. 
Theorem 6. ?. A graph of order 2p is inzprimitive if und only if it is a (2, p)-UGG. 
Proof. In 1.i~ w of Theorem 3.6 we only have to prove that a 2-imprimitive graph 
r of order 2 7, where p > 2, is a (2, p)-UGG (and thus also p-imprimitive). Let G 
be a 2-impr,mitive subgroup of Aut r. It is easily ‘seen that G h.as a (2, p)- 
homogeneous element f. (In fact every element of G of order p is (2, p)- 
homogeneous.) Let X and Y be the orbits of f. Then there exist x C: X and y E Y 
such that {x, yj is a block of G. Let (S, f, x, y)+ (S, S’, T), and .Ili =fj(x), yI = 
fiiyi, B, =:x,. yi! (FEZ;,). Then 9 ={Bi: i pi!,} is a complete 2-block system of G. 
With the rru;ation of Section 2 we shall distinguish two different cases. 
f’ase 1: Xer(G -+ G) is non-trivial. 
‘J‘o prox,c ihar r is a (2, p)-UGG it suffices ts show that If] is transitive. Tf r(B) 
is connected, then (by Lemma 3.5) Ker(G -+ C?) comains a (p, 2)-homogeneous 
clement which clearly belorlgs to [f] and thus Lf] is trar:sitive. I[f i’(a) is not 
connecte j, then ii must be totally disconnected (since i,; is v<:rtex symrr,etric and of 
oruer p). Therefore the permutation on V(r) whish ir.terchanges Xi and yi, for 
every i E L,. belongs to [f] and so [f] is transitive. 
Caye 2: Kcr(G -+ C$) is trivial. 
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Suppose first that e is solvable. Since 1G-I = IG\ b 2p, e cannot be regular and 
so it is by [12, Theorem 11.61 a Fyobenius group. By [12, Theorem 5.11 the 
elements of G of degree p together a+th id form a regular normal subgroup fi of 
G. Since l? is regular, Ifi1 - p and therefore H-(f}. Hence {f) is normal in G 
and therefore (f) ‘is normal in G. Hence G c [fl and therefore Ifl is transitive, i.e. 
r is a (2, I>)-UGG. 
If G is nonsokable, the,n by [12, Theorem 11.71 it is 2-transitive on 9. 
Therefore the subgraphs 1E3(i, j) = r[Si, B,], iJ j are all isomovhic bipartite 
graphs. Consider any two distinct i, j E 4. Since G is 2-transitive, there is an 
element of G which interch.angej B1 and S, and therefore B(i, j) 5 K(1,2)+ K1. 
Furthermore, B(i, j) also cannot be isomorphic to K(2,2) or 2& or Kz because in 
all these cases the permutation on V(T) which interchanges Xi and yi, for every 
i E $, would be a non-identity element of KerfG + G). Therefore E?(i: j) is 
isomorphic either to Kz + 2K, or to P4. Suppose that l?(i, j) = P4, and m, k E Z,, 
are distinct. Since c is 2-transitive, it follows that each end-edge of the path 
B(i, j) can be mapp..? by an element of C to each end-edge of the path B(m, k), 
and cannot be mapped by an element of G to the central edge of the path 
B(m, k). T’r,is means that there exists an edge orbit Q of G such that r(Q) n 
B(i, j) =2K, for any two distinct i, Jo 5. Therefore there exists s E Z$ such that 
~(Q>E [!$, $,HF\ 31. By Lemma 6.1, Aut r(Q) is p-imprimitive. Since Q is an 
edge orbit of G, it follows that G c Aut r(Q> and therefore G is p-imprimitive. 
By Theorem 3.6, r is a (2, p)-UGG. If B( i, i) = K2 + 2K,, then a similar argument 
shows t’lat P is a (2, p)-U’GG and therefore r is a (2, p)-UGG. 
Remark 6.3. Toida [ll] has independentl!r proved that a 2-imprimitive graph r 
of order 2p with 2 blocks B, (i E Z,; is a (2, p)-UGG unless the gaphs B(i, j); 
i # j, are all isomoq:hi;: to P4 or to Kz + 2K,. 
Combining Theorems 5.5 and 6.2 we obtain: 
Theorem 6.4. A graph r of order 2p is imprimitive if and only if there exist S c c, 
T c Z,, a E hz, b E 2, such that r E [S, as, T] and either 
(1) TE@, ‘&I or 
(2) a”S = S and aT+b = --T. 
If G is a permutation group on V and v E V, then G, will dent% %e subgroup 
of all permutations g E G such that g(v) = v. 
Combining the results of Wielandt 112, Theorem 31.21, Feit (umpublished, see 
[9, p. 56]), Wielandt (unpublished, see [9, p. 561) and Scott [9, Theorem I] we 
obtain. 
Let I\‘( = 2~. u E V and G be a primitive but not 2-iransitive permu- 
tation group on V. Then 2p = 11.1’ = 1 for sOme integer m and either m is WI prijne 
and p 2313 or p = 5. Furthermore, Cc, has orbits of cardikalities t,#m(m - l), 
-jf?l(l7i + I). 
Corollary 6.6. If r is a primitive graph of order 213, then p 3 313, 2p == m’i- 1 for 
some composite integer m, r is either im(m - l)-&en,! or irn (m + 1). uulent, and 
both r and r’ are edge symmetric. 
Proof. Since r is primitive, it is clearly not isomorphic to K,, or Kzp aad so there 
exist [L(~, UJE E(Z’), [u,, UJE E(F). Since r has no automorphism \::hich maps 
UI, uz mto z+, u4 respectively, Aut r is not 2-transitive. By Theorem 6.5, 
2p = m2+ 1 for some integer m. if u E V(n, then (Aut 13, has by Theorem 6.5 
three orbits of cardmalities I, im(m-- l), $m(m+l) and since an element of 
(Aut I’), cannot map a vertex adlacent to t) to a verte:u not adjacent tc u or vice 
versa, it follows t:lar the orbits of (Aut r), are {u}, N(v), V(r)\(.Y:u)U{u)). 
Thus r is either $m(m - t)-valfT,t or $m(m ‘- l)-valent. If II- 5, then r is either 
3-va!en: or 6-valent. If F is 3-vaient, then, by Theorems 3.4 and 5.4, either 
f E[!i, -117 (12 -11, WI or IYE [{ 1, -l}, (2, -2}, (0}] or FE [B, $I, T] ior som3, 
sr!:)y:et T of Z, of cardinality 3. By Theorem 5.5, r is a (2,5)-UGG a>d so by 
Theorem 6.2 is not primitive. If F is 6-valent, then r‘ is 3-valent and the 
argument a!:ove shows that r’ is not primitive and thus I’ is not primitive. 
Therefore pf 5 and by Theorem 6.5, p 331.3 and m is a composite integer. 
Consider any two ecipes [x, y], [ z, w] of lY Since r is vertex symmetrq there 
exists f~ Aut r such th; t j.(x) = z. Clearly f(y)~ N(z). Since N(t) is an c;rbit of 
(Aut Ti,, it follows that g(f(; )) = w for some g~((Aut l’),. Then sf maps [x, y] 
into [z, w]. This proves that r is edge symmetric. A similar argument shows that 
I” is edge symmetric. 
For integers n and r wit:1 2 s 2r < II, the generalised Petersen graph G(n, r) [6] 
is defined by 
V(G(n, I)) L= Ix,,, x1, . . . , x,,-~, YO, yl,. . . , Y,-11 
and 
E(G(u, r)) = {I’~i, Y; t 11: i = 0, 1, . . . , H -- 1) 
u{[y:, y, +,I: i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1) 
U([xi, yi]: i =O. 1,. . . , fl - I} 
where the addition is taken mod II. If n is a prime p, then by Theorem 5.4, 
G(p. r)~ [S, S’, T] if and only if S ={s, -s), S’={rs, --IS}, 7’=(i) for some s EZ~, 
f FZ p. Frum this and the fact that (by Corollary 6.6) no G(p, r) is primtive we can 
deduce by Theorem 6.4 that G(p, r) is vertex symmetric if and onll/ if r2= tl 
(mod p). Thus the spel:ial case in which n is prime of the result of I+-uzht, Graver 
zr~_l Wat‘;ins 1.6, ? 1, p, 2123, is also a q,eci;il case of ‘r8leorem 6.4. 
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Combining Theorem 6.4 and Corollary 6.6 we obtain: 
Theorem 6.7. Suppose that either p < 313 or 2p - 1 is not the square of a composite 
integer, Then a graph r of order 2p is vertex symmeti if atizd only if there iexist 
S E l$, T E &,, a E g, b E &, such t/tat I’ E ES, aS, T] and either 
0) T481, &I or 
(2) a’S=S, aT+b=-T. 
Conj&are 6.8. The only’two graphs of order 2p with a primitive automorphism 
group that are known to the au&or, are 0, and O$, but they are both 
imprimitive. This makes us believe that eyrery vertex symmetric graph of order 2p 
is imprimitive. If this is so, the hypothesis that either p < 3 13 or 2p - 1 is not the 
square of a composite integer can be omitted from Theorem 4.7. 
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